
SATELLITES ARE GO 

 

I find catching shorebirds a fairly stressful process, even after all these years. 

If you add huge budgets for state of the art satellite technology then it ratchets up a gear. 

But luckily the Broome Vols take it all in their stride and rarely do things go wrong. 

The first attempt we caught nowt but I rather expected that due to the huge series of tides in the preceding 4 days. 

But while trying to catch on the Thursday it meant I spent an hour watching Quarry Beach so I knew for the next day 

what the birds were likely to be doing and which part of the beach they were favouring. 

I still doubled our chances by setting 2 nets, 1 ‘below tide’ and one above. 

Right here a big thanks to the net setting team. 

So with 2 nets set and a better idea of how the birds were using the beach, no big tides for 2 days and, remarkably, 

no birds of prey we made a very early catch with the net and the birds still some 10 metres or more from the water’s 

edge. 

There is of course always something not quite right and this time it was the wind, it was blowing a minor gale (well 

for Broome at this time of year it was) and the net went poorly. 

If the wind had not been as strong we would have caught twice as many birds. However I was aware of this but I 

couldn’t hold my nerve to let birds get closer as the number of kites traversing the Quarry Beach has been too many 

for the birds comfort (and mine). But I knew the early fire would still net us enough Great Knots. 

We now have the birds safely in captivity and some have done their required exploration experiment and had their 

sat tags fitted and 7 will already be released back in to Roebuck Bay tomorrow evening. With the remainder going on 

Wednesday (in time to fill the cages again on Thursday!) 

We had a few old birds in the catch, a Red Knot at 15+ (minimum age 15) and Great Knots at 18, 15, 13 and 11+) and 

also 2 Great Knots originally banded in China. 

Thanks to everyone for their help. 

I hope to see you all again on Thursday. 

23-09-2016        

SPECIES NEW  RETRAP 

Age 1      
1st 

Year of 
Life 

Known 
Age 2 

Age 2+            
2nd 

year of 
life or 
older 

Age 3+ 
3rd 

year of 
life or 
older TOTAL 

Curlew Sandpiper 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 

Greater Sand Plover 10 5 2 1 0 13 15 

Great Knot 39 18 0 11 3 43 57 

Grey-tailed Tattler 1 3 0 0 0 3 4 

Red Knot 1 2 1 0 0 2 3 

Ruddy Turnstone 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 

TOTALS 53 28 4 12 3 62 81 

 

Chris Hassell 
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